Ir~troduetion
The Netherlands boast of one automobile factory,. Van Doorne's Automobiel-Fabrieken (DAF), started i:a 1928 by two brothers Van Doorne. The passenger car division was taken over by Volvo ha 1976 but DAF Trucks Manufacturing Company stayed independent. The development of DAF T~cks output from its beginning in 1950 is shawn in ! Figure 1 . The introduction of a computerized material requirements planning system (MRPS) in !978 was a Pyrrhic victory that entailed an actual output set-back [1] .
Most of the work of this case study was done by the then Master's student, Herman Post, and ;eported in Iris Masters thesis [6] . Thanks are due to M. de Zeeuw m~d J. Kloosterboer for w..tofing the study, to their successors T. Mulder ,-and R. Fr~'c-~o~ ~;oira-t~enis, and to DAF T~k~ for approving the publication of this case study after due lapse of time.
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North-Holland European Journal of Operational Research 21 (!985) 10-16 DAF trucks (1984) has about 8700 personnel, Dr. 1700 million sales and a normal output capacity of 15000 trucks per annum. With 200 main types of truck, each of which has about .40 options, DAF trucks are strongly customized and the average run length is less than two trucks. A truck consists of about 4000 parts (monoparts in the firm's jargon). In total, there are 12000 code numbers of monoparts, of which about half are made by DAF's own factories and half are bought from all over the world. The complex assembly process, together with the individual trucks made to customer's order, make material requirements planning the heart of information processing at DAF Trucks.
The replenishing department is responsible for making available the purchased parts at the right time in the right quantities. It depends on sales forecasts from the commercial department, production plans from the production phmning department and actual purchases by the purchasing department.
A moving plan is made every period of four weeks, one year ahead. The first three periods of the moving plan are fixed, i.e., the production plan to sales orders is definite. The later ten periods are variable, i.e., based on sales forecasts. As time moves on, a variable production figure four periods ahead becomes a fixed production figure three periods ahead. It was felt that at the transition from ' variable' to 'fixed', inadmissible jumps ha the output figure.,, occurred. or project team of the firm, and supervised by a committee of the University. The Master's thesis project [6] that was undertaken at DAF trucks in 1980 is described in Section 2. It appears that the student encountered not one, but six problems, the original one being one of the less important. The follow-up in 1981 and 1984 is discussed in Section 3. What can be concluded from this case study is discussed in Section 4.
Miraculous mu|fipRcafion of probiems
To get a grasp of the forecasting problem, the student was soon sitting in the midst of the 'replenishers, and making tables for a sample of individual monoparts sin'filar to Table 1 . It is worth noting that this was only possible thanks to one replenisher who had preserved his planning data, the other ten having thrown them away after use.
It is evident from Table 1 (and the men on the spot told the studevt in,m~ediately) that the transition from 'variable' to: °fNed' is not the only problem, and not the main ,problem. If we fol]ow, for example, colu~ 9 of Table I The figures on the diagonals from the bottom up designate the following:
Counting differences
-Figures in parentheses: 'counting differences' between actual and registered inventories, as established in the period indicated by the column heading.
-Lowest full diagonal: actual use in the period ~ndieated by the column heading. Next higher diagonal: planned use for the current period, as indicated by both column and row heading (first 'fixed" period). Next higher diagonal: planned use for the current + 1 period (second 'fixed' period). -Next ~gher diagonal: planned use for the current + 2 period (third 'fixed' period). -Higher diagonals: forecast use up to 13 periods ahead ('variable' periods).
counting differences have been distinguished, most of which axe part of the aftermath of the introduction of the MRPS. For the purposes of this study, the MRPS was to be regarded as given.
A sample of counting differences was considered and the mean absolute counting difference was 19%, if counts were made after three periods.
Absolute differences increase (tess than proportionally) with time between counts, so that inventories may either increase hadefh-fitely unnoticed, or decrease until a stock-out occurs and finally a so-called zero report is signalled by the Central Parts Storage.
The proposed solution was to employ more counters to count stocks more regularly. Taking account of the inventory c~rr36tlg costs of positive countff~g differences and invento~ stock-out costs caused by negative counting differences, the 'optimal' number of ~ounters to be employed was estimated at eight (see Figure 2) . 
2.2, Unplanned leakages
The main reason why actueal use often differs from that pla~med for the current period is un' planned leakages i Figure 3 shows some of them. The demand for ser~ce parts is in part p'lan~ed; in The most important unplanned leakage is service parts requested at short notice, Given the fact that profits made on service parts by far exceed the contribution to profits of the same parts assembled in new trucks, there will certainly always remain unplanned leakages to charm the life of replenishers.
Planning
Although production should :be at fixed levels during the c~rent plus the next two periods, ch~ges occurred nevertheless, particularly at the transition from the 'current plus one' to the current period. The main reason for this was, mirabite dictu, the transition from one set of parts fists to another one. For material requirements planning for all furore periods, the Master Specification File was used. This contains parts fists from the perspective of construction, where a branch in the explosion tree is e.g. a brake system, which is subsequently exploded. For material requirements planning for the current period, the Iz)~gineering Parts List was used. This contains parts lists from the perspective of production, where a branch in the explosion tree is e.g. a cabin, which is assembled as a whole and contains parts of tlhe brake system. Never did the two match.
The proposal was to eli:~nate either of the parts fists and this was the only proposal implemented during the Master's project--the time was ripe for that decision and the Master Specification File was eliminated.
Forecasting
The original problem consisted of the fluctuations in the forecast output figures, especially at the transition from ° variable' to 'fixed' planning periods. No way was found to 'Lmprove the fore3asts'.
It was proposed to fix sales four periods ahead, because a number of important parts had defivery times of three; periods and orders could then be adjusted to revised Manning numbers. However, this proposal was commercially unacceptable.
Forecasts are not really revised every period, but on average once every three periods, tt was proposed to update forecasts more often, in order to smooth out fluctuations, but this never materialized. 
Delivery times
Category Turnover (Dflj
One problem replenishers complained about was that the delivery thnes of parts suppliers were unrefiable. This problem was less serious than expected, although it brings in another stochastic element in material requirements planning.
Under overall contracts with suppliers, parts and planned weeks for a sample of 4547 deliveries. Most arrive in the current period (0 to --3 weeks). Little arrives more than one period (4 weeks) late. Those deliveries that were added to the calls at the transition from 'variable' to 'fixed' (three periods ahead) do not perform worse than average; see Figure 5 . Incidentally, parts added to the calls during the "fixed' three planning periods have less prompt delivery times, but then, suppliers cannot be blamed. (Table 3 ) and a concomitant inventory policy (' Table 4 ).
Follow-up
As a rule, few proposed solutions to management problems are implemented during the academic year of a Master's thesis project. The described case study was no exception. The following sections describe follow-ups after one year (1981) and after four years (1984).
One year later
The material requirements planning system, which had been introduced in 1978 and which was taken for granted for the inventory management study in 1980, was gradually improved.
The major proposal of the study, from which the largest savings were expected, had been to employ an 'optimum' number of eight 'counters'. It turned out that after one year, eight counters were actually at work. It was hoped that this number could be reduced to four after the MRPS had been sufficiently improved.
Unplanned leakages were still a problem, as were fluctuations in the forecasts and the 'fixed' plans. There was much pressure to bring inventories down, irrespective of the proposed ABCo-classification, which had been introduced with modifications. This resulted in a 30 per cent decrease in inventories. Consequently, a general drive was gNng on to ir crease the punctuaIi: y of suppliers.
When a follow-up was made with DAF Trucks after four years, the direct project tator, as well as his boss and the latter's director, had left the company and the Master's thesis could not be found. After reading a copy from the University library, the present manager gave the following verdict.
Most of the problems were still familiar, but most of the solutions were out-dated. The MRPS had been vastly improved. Updates: were now made interactively via decentralized terminals. This had improved insight into the inventory system and had eliminated most of the 'counting differences'. Besides, the Parts Transaction System, introduced in 1983, would also monitor the whereabouts of parts and would compensate a ;;hortage at one place with an excess at another.
Unplanned leakages were still a problem. A new watertight system against losses was envisaged. Forecasting and planning were still subject to variations and delivery :irrles could be improved. The two-dimensional ABC-ciassification had been dropped again. Press,are from the top to decrease inventories was changed in a drive to increase flexibility to the market, ~vith supervision of all cost-elements in the material flow.
A newIy introduced Increased Flexibi&y System handles proposed changes within the 'fixed' time span of three pe~ods. The system provides a list of critical parts and their avai~abi|ities. Before a change is accepted, the replenistfng and purchasing departments must give their consent.
The MRPS has now been so much improved and has taken over so ma, v planning func'ions that the name Material R.:~uirements Planning System is justified. Studies are going on to introduce, in part, a Kanban system [3] and combine i~ with the MRP system [10].
Conclusions
A case study of inventory managemem in truck manufacturing has been described, with a fo~1owo up after one and four years.
The case study provides (further) evidence that: -firms have short memories--data are sometimes saved by chance; -problems do not come singly--it may be necessary to answer unasked questions; -sometimes the problems remain when the solutions are forgotten; -material requirer~ be supplemented by -automation sets the pace for inventory management; -inventory management is affected by outside pressures from the business cycle, handed down by top management, irrespective of efficiency or optimization studies from within.
